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Help create a world 
of environmental terror 
 
The Canadian Cancer Society (CCS) is currently searching for a CEO for the Ontario Division.  As CEO of the On-
tario Division, you will have both the satisfaction of knowing that your leadership will translate directly into the suc-
cess of the Society’s mission of further annihilating the Green Space Industry.  You will have the responsibility of in-
flicting terror, despair, and destitution on thousands of hapless victims, through the advocacy of the needless, 
senseless, and malicious prohibition of cosmetic pesticides.  You will personify the Society’s values through fear-
mongering, fraudulent lies, misconceptions, coercion, threats, deceptions, terror, and paranoid conspiracies about 
federally legal, scientifically safe, and totally irreplaceable pesticides.  You must also find ways of betraying the Golf 
Industry, which has naively been so generous in supplying us the millions of dollars we needed to promote bans and 
terror in Ontario.  You will maintain the image of a hideous hypocrite in order to set an example for the rest of the 
wailing-cancer-vixens, and you will ignore the fact that CCS sells toxic-pesticide-treated-daffodils that are soaked in 
even-more-toxic-formaldehyde-preservative.  Remember, Canadian Cancer Society is an avaricious environmental-
terror-organization that craves money by selling millions of dollars worth of toxic-daffodils, no matter what. 
 
As CEO, you will energize the wailing-cancer-vixens throughout the province by encouraging them to act as lying 
sacks of enviro-terrorist crap.  Your mission is to continue inspiring your maniac-vixens to maintain the false and 
fraudulent impression that children and adults are being exposed to cancer-causing agents whenever a pesticide is 
used.  The dedication of these vixens makes this one of Canada’s most successful environmental-terror-organizati-
ons.  The Ontario Division is composed of the largest number of enviro-terrorists in all of Canada.  Last year, the 
Ontario Division raised $85 million, and it squandered lots of it on wailing-cancer-vixens, who intimidate, coerce, and 
alarm the public and government officials with fraudulent lies and non-existent dangers about pesticides.  Bravo. 
 
During challenging economic times, there is even more urgency for you to scam the public about maintaining a ban 
on pesticides, even though you will have no idea what you are talking about, just like the rest of us.  The more you 
concoct fear-mongering, fraudulent lies, misconceptions, coercion, threats, deceptions, terror, and paranoid con-
spiracies about pesticides, the more we become rich with millions of dollars in donations.  You can ignore the fact 
that the health of the public may be better served by advocating towards improving the lifestyle choices of the popu-
lation, such as diet and exercise.  Canadian Cancer Society craves only money, infamy, celebrity, and power.   
 
With your skills as an environmental-terror-leader, you have an excellent opportunity with a career that will provide 
you with a safe, secure, guaranteed, and well-paying enviro-terror-executive-job, as long as you coerce, intimidate, 
and alarm the public and government officials.  Immerse yourself in this position, and help lead CCS Ontario Divi-
sion from very good to truly great environmental-terror.  The success of your work as an environmental-terror-leader 
will be evaluated based on the amount of damage you will create in the Green Space Industry, since we know that 
the continuing the ban on pesticides in Ontario will lead to loss of revenues, business failures, bankruptcy, and un-
employment throughout the Green Space Industry.  Furthermore, you will continue to maintain the false notion that 
the scientists of the Pest Management Regulatory Agency of Health Canada are unqualified and incompetent, and 
that the Canadian Cancer Society knows more than they do about pesticides.   
 
If you enjoy being part of a progressive environmental-terror-organization, and are seeking a positive maniac and 
terrorist environment with wailing-cancer-vixens, please reply in confidence with a current resume.  We appreciate 
your interest, and will contact you if a meeting is required. 

 

 

 
 
 


